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        Honest & Straightforward Mortgage Advice

        Choose your mortgage type

        	 Loved by our customers
	 MAB Regulated
	 No hidden fees


        

    
        

    
        
            First Time Buyer        

        
                            Our expert advisers make securing your first mortgage simple.

                        FIRST STEPS
        

    



First Time Buyer

    
        
            Buy-to-Let        

        
                            The most competitive rates deliver great returns for landlords.

                        GREAT RATES
        

    



Buy-to-Let

    
        
            Remortgaging        

        
                            Looking for a better deal than last time? We can find it. 


                        NEW DEALS
        

    



Remortgaging

    
        
            Moving Home        

        
                            Save money on your mortgage to spend on your new home.


                        MOVING ON
        

    



Moving Home    



        
    


    




	
		
			
								
									
					
						

							

        

            
            
                Find your perfect mortgage

                                    Mortgage Scout have been matching buyers with mortgages for over 20 years. Combining attention to detail with industry knowledge, we’ll track down the deal that suits you best.
                                                    View mortgage deals
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                How much can I borrow?

                                    Moving forward with your mortgage plans depends on how much you can borrow. Our industry approved mortgage calculators give you a quick and reliable indicator.


                                                    Try our calculators
                            

        

    


            
            
                Why people choose us?

                                    Mortgage Scout provide a trusted professional service. Our mortgage advisers love what they do, and their dedication to finding money saving mortgages lets our clients live the life they’ve always wanted. 


                                                    Learn more
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                Insurance

                                    When you buy insurance through Mortgage Scout, the value added to your mortgage purchase really is priceless. Our protection insurance advice makes all the difference, particularly if you need to claim against critical illness during your mortgage term. Our insurance service is staffed by dedicated mortgage and protection advisers, who will shop around for the most competitive insurance product, saving you money and protecting the roof over your head too.
                                                    View Insurance
                            

        

    



						


									

			

		

	


		

			
			


    

    
        
                        
            
Book an appointment

                            
                    Please fill out your details below and we'll get in touch as soon as possible.
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	Telephone Number *
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                    Please select mortgage type
First Time Buyer
Buy to Let
Remortgaging
Moving Home
Other
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	Preferred Date and Time
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	COM_STB_FORMS_OFFICE_LABEL
                


                
                    Please select office
Aldershot
Basingstoke
Bedford
Bracknell
Central Mortgages
Chester
Cyncoed
Derby Cornmarket
Emsworth
Gosport
Harrow
High Wycombe
Lower Earley
Maidenhead
Maypole
Rickmansworth
Reading
Roath
Ruislip
Sandhurst
Staines
Stanmore
Stratford
Uxbridge
Wokingham
Worthing
Yateley
Uxbridge


                                    

            


                
                
                    
	COM_STB_FORMS_OFFICE_LABEL
                


                
                    Please select appointment type
Phone call
Video call
Face to face meeting


                                    

            


           
            
                                
	I agree to the Terms & Conditions and the Privacy Policy *
           

       

                
                
                    
	By clicking Arrange Appointment you agree for us to use your personal data to contact you to discuss your mortgage and protection.
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	Because we play by the book we want to tell you that...


You may have to pay an early repayment charge to your existing lender if you remortgage.

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage. There may be a fee for mortgage advice. The actual amount you pay will depend upon your circumstances. The fee is up to 1%, but a typical fee is 0.3% of the amount borrowed.



						


									

			

		

	


	
		
			
				
											
							Lenders we work with

						

					
					
						

							

    
        Our mission is to find you the right mortgage, regardless of our commission. We work with a comprehensive range of lenders, big and small to give you totally comprehensive mortgage advice. Here is a selection of some.....
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            View mortgage deals
    
						


									

			

		

	


	
		
			
								
									
					
						

							

   
      
         
            
               What our customers say

		    At Mortgage Scout, delivering customer satisfaction is what drives us to succeed. Here are just some of the client recommendations helping us grow our business everyday.

            

            
               
                 
            
               	
                     
                        
                           We had a wonderful experience with Mortgage Scout. We worked with Josh Halsey (broker) and Sian Thomas (case manager) and they were simply brilliant! Josh found us a great mortgage for a rather complicated case and Sian ceaselessly worked with the lender to get it across the line. The two them are hands down the best brokers we ever worked with and we cannot thank them enough for all their hard work! Big recommend!!                        
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			We had a wonderful experience with Mortgage Scout. We worked with Josh Halsey (broker) and Sian Thomas (case manager) and they were simply brilliant! Josh found us a great mortgage for a rather complicated case and Sian ceaselessly worked with the lender to get it across the line. The two them are hands down the best brokers we ever worked with and we cannot thank them enough for all their hard work! Big recommend!!

                     

                     
                        
                           Annina Evingar                        

                        
                                                                              

                            Yesterday

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Excellent, very professional, good communication, verry helpful.
Thank you ðŸ˜Š                        
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			Excellent, very professional, good communication, verry helpful.
Thank you ðŸ˜Š

                     

                     
                        
                           Adriana Costache                        

                        
                                                                              

                           5 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           We recently had the pleasure of working with Graham Ashby and team (Kelly), to help secure our mortgage with a lender and help us through what could be a relentless journey for some of us inexperienced buyers.
He helped and guided us all the way through, starting from ensuring swift responses to our queries, patiently dealing with us at all times, being absolutely transparent all throughout and with his exceptionally impressive experience and knowledge.
He certainly made the whole experience seamless for us and we're ever so grateful and fortunate to have dealt with him. He truly held our best interest in mind and we would strongly recommend Mortgage Scout, especially Graham to anyone in the market.                        
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			We recently had the pleasure of working with Graham Ashby and team (Kelly), to help secure our mortgage with a lender and help us through what could be a relentless journey for some of us inexperienced buyers.
He helped and guided us all the way through, starting from ensuring swift responses to our queries, patiently dealing with us at all times, being absolutely transparent all throughout and with his exceptionally impressive experience and knowledge.
He certainly made the whole experience seamless for us and we're ever so grateful and fortunate to have dealt with him. He truly held our best interest in mind and we would strongly recommend Mortgage Scout, especially Graham to anyone in the market.

                     

                     
                        
                           Arpit Jain                        

                        
                                                                              

                           6 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Graham Asby has helped me with my first and now onward purchase. He is a complete super star during the turbulent interest rates, and was able to update our existing offer when rates change and was always on had to reassure and give sound advice.
I have now referred 4 of my friends / family already, and wouldn't hesitate to recommend him.                        
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			Graham Asby has helped me with my first and now onward purchase. He is a complete super star during the turbulent interest rates, and was able to update our existing offer when rates change and was always on had to reassure and give sound advice.
I have now referred 4 of my friends / family already, and wouldn't hesitate to recommend him.

                     

                     
                        
                           Rebecca                        

                        
                                                                              

                           7 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Highly recommend my mortgage broker Matt Leggett at Mortgage Scout Bracknell and got me the best possible rate. I cannot thank him enough, he is extremely knowledgable, reliable, efficient and trustworthy. Thank you very much Matt.                        
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			Highly recommend my mortgage broker Matt Leggett at Mortgage Scout Bracknell and got me the best possible rate. I cannot thank him enough, he is extremely knowledgable, reliable, efficient and trustworthy. Thank you very much Matt.

                     

                     
                        
                           Agnes Ramirez                        

                        
                                                                              

                           12 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Chloe has been with working with us since November and has always been supportive, reliable and understanding of the entire process!                        
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			Chloe has been with working with us since November and has always been supportive, reliable and understanding of the entire process!

                     

                     
                        
                           Asia Lamanna                        

                        
                                                                              

                           14 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Oliver was recommended to me by my sister & her husband, after he helped them with their mortgage.
I must say that Oliver provides a brilliant service from start to finish!
He made the whole process seem very simple, was very accommodating with working around my shift patterns & he is exceptional at returning messages/calls.
He even helped me benefit from a reduced interest rate during my house purchase process. Thanks Oliver!                        
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			Oliver was recommended to me by my sister & her husband, after he helped them with their mortgage.
I must say that Oliver provides a brilliant service from start to finish!
He made the whole process seem very simple, was very accommodating with working around my shift patterns & he is exceptional at returning messages/calls.
He even helped me benefit from a reduced interest rate during my house purchase process. Thanks Oliver!

                     

                     
                        
                           matthew wright                        

                        
                                                                              

                           20 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matthew Leggett was very informative and professional- would highly recommend!                        
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			Matthew Leggett was very informative and professional- would highly recommend!

                     

                     
                        
                           Bryony                        

                        
                                                                              

                           22 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matt Leggett helped me with the mortgage on my first house â€“ he was really professional and helped me to borrow more than I expected on the best rate! Highly recommend!                        
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			Matt Leggett helped me with the mortgage on my first house â€“ he was really professional and helped me to borrow more than I expected on the best rate! Highly recommend!

                     

                     
                        
                           Harry W                        

                        
                                                                              

                           25 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matthew provided an outstanding mortgage service from start to finish. His expertise and attention to detail ensured I secured the best possible deal tailored to my needs. Matthew's proactive communication and genuine commitment to my financial well-being made the process smooth and stress-free. I highly recommend Matthew to anyone seeking exceptional mortgage assistance.                        
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			Matthew provided an outstanding mortgage service from start to finish. His expertise and attention to detail ensured I secured the best possible deal tailored to my needs. Matthew's proactive communication and genuine commitment to my financial well-being made the process smooth and stress-free. I highly recommend Matthew to anyone seeking exceptional mortgage assistance.

                     

                     
                        
                           Louis Kearton                        

                        
                                                                              

                           25 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Excellent speedy service from Matt Legget
Professional advice on initial mortgage and then follow up on re mortgage
Keep up the good work will recommend and certainly use again                        
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			Excellent speedy service from Matt Legget
Professional advice on initial mortgage and then follow up on re mortgage
Keep up the good work will recommend and certainly use again

                     

                     
                        
                           Graham Whitaker                        

                        
                                                                              

                           25 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Oliver has made the whole mortgage application process very easy. He explained everything perfectly and put me at ease and was always quick to respond to my emails. Very good service.                        
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			Oliver has made the whole mortgage application process very easy. He explained everything perfectly and put me at ease and was always quick to respond to my emails. Very good service.

                     

                     
                        
                           Hayley Corless                        

                        
                                                                              

                           25 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matt has been great for us super helpful and helped us out through the process                        
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			Matt has been great for us super helpful and helped us out through the process

                     

                     
                        
                           connor woodley                        

                        
                                                                              

                           25 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matthew Leggett organised our re-mortgage and was extremely helpful and got us an excellent deal, very grateful we worked with him.                        
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			Matthew Leggett organised our re-mortgage and was extremely helpful and got us an excellent deal, very grateful we worked with him.

                     

                     
                        
                           maya sinclair                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Highly recommend our mortgage broker Matt Leggett at Mortgage Scout Bracknell! We cannot thank him enough, he is extremely knowledgable and trustworthy and got us the best possible rate. Will certainly be going back to him in the future.                        
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			Highly recommend our mortgage broker Matt Leggett at Mortgage Scout Bracknell! We cannot thank him enough, he is extremely knowledgable and trustworthy and got us the best possible rate. Will certainly be going back to him in the future.

                     

                     
                        
                           danni holland                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matthew Leggett has helped my husband and I with securing a mortgage on a new property and now with our renewal. Heâ€™s been fantastic and provides solid advice to help us navigate a complex process. I can highly recommend Matt and hopefully as a returning customer that shows how great he is!                        
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			Matthew Leggett has helped my husband and I with securing a mortgage on a new property and now with our renewal. Heâ€™s been fantastic and provides solid advice to help us navigate a complex process. I can highly recommend Matt and hopefully as a returning customer that shows how great he is!

                     

                     
                        
                           Zara L                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Matthew Leggett has been a real help every time our mortgage deal has ended. He always finds us the best mortgage rate and encourages us to stay in contact should rates change prior to our new deal starting. Very knowledgeable and would highly recommend!                        
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			Matthew Leggett has been a real help every time our mortgage deal has ended. He always finds us the best mortgage rate and encourages us to stay in contact should rates change prior to our new deal starting. Very knowledgeable and would highly recommend!

                     

                     
                        
                           Steven Newton                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           Mortgage Scout Bracknell did an amazing job with our mortgage, we canâ€™t recommend them highly enough. Matthew was our trusted advisor throughout the transaction, repeatedly going above and beyond to keep everything moving and us calm!                        
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			Mortgage Scout Bracknell did an amazing job with our mortgage, we canâ€™t recommend them highly enough. Matthew was our trusted advisor throughout the transaction, repeatedly going above and beyond to keep everything moving and us calm!

                     

                     
                        
                           Tom L                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           I used Mortgage scout for the buying of my 1st house and my remortgaging,  and Matthew Legget from mortgage scout has been an amazing Mortgage advisor, I couldn't have asked for a better advisor to help me through the whole process, he got me the best deal possible and patiently explained when I had questions,  quick to return my calls and reply emails. I would recommend him for all your Mortgage needs.                        
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			I used Mortgage scout for the buying of my 1st house and my remortgaging,  and Matthew Legget from mortgage scout has been an amazing Mortgage advisor, I couldn't have asked for a better advisor to help me through the whole process, he got me the best deal possible and patiently explained when I had questions,  quick to return my calls and reply emails. I would recommend him for all your Mortgage needs.

                     

                     
                        
                           Osho Oyeyinka                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago

                     

                  
	
                     
                        
                           We canâ€™t thank Matt enough! He was professional, explained things clearly and got us the best possible rate. Highly recommend!                        
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			We canâ€™t thank Matt enough! He was professional, explained things clearly and got us the best possible rate. Highly recommend!

                     

                     
                        
                           Melissa Seetanah                        

                        
                                                                              

                           26 days ago
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                Arrange a free no obligation appointment with us

                As soon as you're ready to talk things through, just give us a call on 0800 144 4744 or fill out your details below.
                Arrange appointment
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	Mortgage Scout is a trading name of LRG Financial Services Limited which is an appointed representative of Mortgage Advice Bureau Limited and Mortgage Advice Bureau (Derby) Limited which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered Office: Crowthorne House, Nine Mile Ride, Wokingham, Berkshire RG40 3GZ. Registered in England Number: 03155032

We always aim to provide a high-quality service to our customers. However, if you encounter any problems and we are unable to resolve them you can take your complaint to an independent Ombudsman. Our advice is covered under the Financial Ombudsman Service.
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                  Welcome to Mortgage Scout!

                  
Romans Mortgage Services has recently rebranded to Mortgage Scout. 

 Although our name has changed, our commitment remains to provide the high level of customer service that you have come to expect from the mortgages team!

We are looking forward to helping you find the right mortgage for you.

                  Continue to Mortgage Scout
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